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Fact Sheet 40 - How to help children learn how to read 

A guide for teacher aides, teachers and parent helpers. 

 

Phonics and phonological awareness provide children with the skills necessary to 

expand their reading capabilities. Once students can easily connect sounds with 

letters, they have the prerequisite skills to successfully read and comprehend texts on 

their own. Over time, more complex and challenging texts can be introduced as their 

skills improve. Phonics instruction finishes at around Year 3 other than the occasional 

revision in Year 4 (and sometimes even Year 5).  

At this point, students are no longer ‘learning’ to read but practising and improving 

their reading abilities, mostly through exposure to increasingly challenging texts. 

Children now know how to read most words (even if they don’t know their meaning), 

so the question becomes whether they understood the text after reading it. This is 

called ‘reading comprehension’ and it’s a very important skill. While students 

comprehend sentences and stories from an early age, reading comprehension 

normally refers to a person’s ability to make meaning from longer and more complex 

texts.  
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In longer texts such as a novel, readers have to connect multiple pieces of information 

to make sense of what they are reading. At the sentence level, students combine the 

meaning of 8-12 separate words to form a single idea. Then at the paragraph level, 

students combine multiple sentences to identify a larger idea. From there, they need 

to consider the meaning of the chapter or section.  

Finally, students need to add all the chapters together to make meaning of the whole 

text (e.g., what was the book about?). While phonics provides the skills to read and 

pronounce each individual word, making sense of the 5000 or so sentences that make 

up a small novel (and how they relate to each other) is a whole different ball game. 

This is the skill of reading comprehension. 

The 3-step approach to reading comprehension 

While there is no shortage of reading programs out there, the basic strategies used to 

teach reading are simple and easy to apply once you are aware of them (Marinaccio, 

2012). The main strategy TAs need to master is the before-during-after approach 

which you can see in the diagram on the following page. This 3-step approach is 

designed to help readers improve their reading comprehension skills and 

independence. All teachers use the before-during-after approach, which is why TAs 

need to know it. Your job is to explicitly teach (i.e. explain and demonstrate) the skills 

in the 3-step approach to students and to encourage or remind them to practise these 

skills every time they read. 

Before reading 

Proficient readers take the time to prepare themselves for the reading task ahead. 

They predict what they might read, what language they expect to see, where they 

might have problems and what information they are looking for. They search for cues 

such as the title, author and images in order to predict what they are about to read.  

TAs can help students to see the link between their existing knowledge and the content 

of the text. This reminds them about what they already know, making the text more 

accessible and less unfamiliar. As an example, if students are reading a book about 

Vikings, they can expect to come across names of characters and places that are hard 

to read. However, if they spend time beforehand thinking about what they might expect 

to read, they won’t be thrown by names of people and places that they can’t read. If 
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they don’t spend time thinking before they read, the foreign-sounding names might 

derail their confidence.  

Thinking about the context of a text before reading it enables students to predict what 

unfamiliar words mean. Knowing the subject matter also helps them when trying to 

‘sound out’ tricky words. This is because the student’s mind is primed with key words 

relevant to the topic (e.g., words that we might expect in a Viking story might include 

boat, ocean, sword, English, fishing, travel, voyage, etc.). 

During reading 

When students read, they actively search for key pieces of information. They regularly 

check their understanding at natural points (such as at the end of a page or a 

paragraph), and often choose to re-read certain parts. They might even read the 

ending first to help the rest of the text make more sense. They seek help if necessary 

(such as from a dictionary or a friend) and they carefully consider images and other 

parts of the text to increase their understanding.  

Proficient readers also know that they can skip words if they don’t understand them. 

They know that skipping the occasional word doesn’t affect comprehension. Struggling 

readers on the other hand get stuck on words which they probably should skip. These 

readers then lose flow and fluency, and their comprehension falters.  

After reading 

Once a passage has been read in its entirety, proficient readers check their 

understanding. They self-question to find gaps in their comprehension and then use 

strategies such as re-reading, scanning and skimming to find key pieces of 

information. Some students might summarise mentally or on paper. Other useful 

activities such as re-telling can aid in comprehension. Re-telling is where a student 

provides a recount of the text that’s been read, usually to a friend.  
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The 3-step approach is used to develop independent reading comprehension skills. 

 
Your role in the 3-step approach 

Your job as a TA is to help students learn how to use the 3-step approach 

independently. This in turn will help them to read increasingly challenging texts on their 

own. Doing so builds students’ confidence, vocabulary, spelling and grammar skills, 

writing skills and general knowledge, helping them to perform better in all subject 

areas. In the early years and with more challenging texts, the teacher or TA facilitates 

each of the 3 steps: 

Before: Ask questions about the title, cover picture and other aspects of the text before 

even turning to the first page. Common questions are ‘what do we think will happen?’ 

and ‘what do you know about…’? 

Before

•Linking/activating existing knowledge

•Predicting

•Looking for cues

•Scanning/skimming

During

•Active reading

•Checking for understanding at natural stops

•Visualisation

•Re-reading

After

•Self-questioning

•Summarising

•Comparing 

•Re-telling
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During: The teacher or TA reads a passage and points to words and images, checking 

for understanding by asking relevant questions such as ‘why do you think the bear 

jumped over the turtle?’. 

After: The teacher or TA asks questions such as ‘what did we learn?’ or ‘who wants 

to tell me whether they think the bear made the right choice?’. The TA or teacher will 

re-read sections if necessary (or even the whole passage). Sometimes students are 

asked to repeat each sentence after the TA or teacher has modelled the correct 

pronunciation and pace. Sometimes a ‘read-around’ (where each student reads a 

small section) occurs. 

As students become more proficient at reading, the teacher or TA fades his/her 

support.  

The levels of instruction 

 

Learning to read starts with a model example. 

You might have heard of strategies such as modelling, guided learning, shared 

learning and independent learning. These strategies are collectively known as the 

‘levels of instruction’. (Note that there is a fifth level, self-directed learning, which we 

do not cover here).  
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While the 4 strategies can be applied to any subject or skill, they are commonly used 

in reading lessons. Because of this association, guided and shared learning are often 

referred to as ‘guided reading’ and ‘shared reading’. For simplicity, guided reading is 

often dropped when referring to reading instruction, which leaves 3 levels: modelling, 

shared reading and independent reading.  

 

Here is a quick recap of each of these levels of instruction, as well as how they relate 

to reading instruction: 

Modelling – the teacher or TA demonstrates how to read a passage. Sometimes this 

is a stand-alone activity and children simply relax and passively enjoy the story. This 

activity is simply known as ‘reading to students’. Sometimes students repeat words or 

sentences after the TA or teacher (or are involved in some other way). The teacher/TA 

might demonstrate how he or she uses the before-during-after process to maximise 

comprehension.  

Shared reading – the TA or teacher shares the reading task with students (such as 

by helping out when a student is stuck and by providing prompts). The TA/teacher 

does some of the reading, but students do some or most of it. This might mean helping 

with the occasional word, or it could mean having students repeat after you.  

Independent reading – at some point students will no longer need guidance as they 

are capable of practising their reading skills on their own. The TA/teacher still has an 

important role to play however. He/she helps students to select texts and set goals, 

reminds them of reading skills (such as prediction) and facilitates post-reading 

activities (such as asking questions to check for understanding). The ultimate goal of 

independent reading is for students to acquire the skills to read challenging texts on 

their own. 

  

Hint 
An easy way to remember these 3 strategies is ‘I do’, ‘we do’, ‘you do’. 
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Active reading for teacher aides 

‘Active reading’ is reading for a specific purpose (such as to learn about an event, 

character or theme, or to find specific details in a text). To understand active reading, 

first we need to understand passive reading. 

When students finish reading a text, they often can’t remember what they read. This 

is known as ‘passive reading’ and it happens even though the student can easily read 

every word in the text. You will regularly hear students say things such as, ‘I read it 

twice but don’t remember what I read’ or ‘I don’t understand it’. Assuming the text is 

age appropriate, this points to passive reading. Passive reading can be the result of 

more issues: 

1. The student has a processing disorder. They can see, read and pronounce 

words just fine, but something goes wrong when those words are processed in 

the brain.  

2. The person is not using basic reading skills such as checking for 

understanding and re-reading. He/she needs to be taught the before-during-

after strategies. 

3. The reader lacks the ability to sort important details from irrelevant ones. 

As reading involves short-term working memory, there is only so much that can 

be held front-of-mind at any one time. Visualisation can increase how much a 

reader can hold in their working memory, but that too has its limits. Given that 

a short novel has 5000+ sentences, how are students to remember all 5000 

pieces of information? 

 

Active reading is the best solution to the problems of passive reading. It is a way of 

supercharging a reader’s focus, so he/she searches for important details while 

discarding everything else. In other words, active reading provides a way of sorting 

Hint 
When teaching children to read, remember to use the strategies you learnt in the 

instructional factsheet (e.g., the 3Ps, withholding answers, targeted correction, 

think-alouds, graphic organisers and systematic prompting). 
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5000 sentences to find the 10 or so that are important. By telling students to search 

for those 10 sentences, they have to read and consider the value of each sentence to 

determine whether it is relevant or not. This increases their understanding of the text 

and improves reading comprehension.  

Implementing active reading is quite easy – simply have students read the text while 

looking for specific details such as the names of people or places. You may recall the 

KWL chart from a previous factsheet. KWL charts go one step further and have 

students figure out what information they should search for (instead of the teacher or 

TA telling them).  

 

Re-reading, repeated reading and re-telling 

No discussion about reading instruction would be complete without a brief explanation 

of these 3 important and useful strategies.  

Re-reading is where a student reads a text for a second or third time. Sometimes this 

means reading the entire text again, but usually it means re-reading a specific section 

(such as a paragraph or a few pages). Older students can scan the text and skim read 

sections to find key information. You may have already made the connection between 

this activity and active reading. When re-reading, students use active reading to find 

specific information with each pass. 

Repeated reading is more suitable for younger children and those who are struggling 

to read with fluency. Usually repeated reading is done one-on-one or in small groups. 

The student reads a short passage to the TA until he/she can comfortably do so with 

no mistakes or fumbles. This means repeating the passage over and over. The 

passage is usually short – a few paragraphs or so, and each session takes no more 

than 15-20 minutes. 

Hint 
Another way to use active reading is to have students predict what might happen 

(e.g., predict 5 things that will happen). Then they read the passage to confirm 

whether their predictions were correct or not. 
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Re-telling is basically a verbal summary except students can include any details they 

can remember. Unlike a summary (which requires students to limit their response to 

key points), students try to remember as much as they can as if they were orally telling 

the story. Re-telling is a useful post-reading activity because it requires students to 

provide information in a logical order to ensure it makes sense to others.  
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